
 



Facebook 

New Features 
Fact Checking1 

- Facebook continued their efforts to curb misinformation from spreading through its 
platform this month by expanding its third-party fact-checking processes 

- In addition to reviewing the accuracy of articles posted on the site, Facebook will now 
also be fact-checking photos and videos to identify any “potentially false content” that is 
manipulated or fabricated, out of context, or is a text or audio claim 
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Community Help2 

- This month, Facebook expanded its Community Help feature 
- Community Help allows users to mark themselves as ‘safe’ after a disaster to let 

their friends and family know that they are okay 
- The feature is now available on the Facebook Lite app, a lighter version of Facebook 

that allows people to use the platform with low-power devices or with limited internet 
connection 
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Facebook Dating3 

- After announcing their dating app earlier this year, Facebook started testing its app in 
Colombia this month. 

- In the app, user profiles are made of a mix of photos and answers to prompted questions 
- You can browse for matches within 100 km of the location verified through your phone’s 

GPS 
- Facebook friends will be excluded from matches 
- When creating matches, Facebook takes into account location, shared page likes, profile 

similarities and mutual friends 
- For now, the feature is only being tested on mobile and is free to use for users over 18 

who opt in to use it. 
 
Digital Families Community Events4 

- Facebook has teamed up with National PTA for a series of 200 community safety events 
called  “Digital Families Community Events” around the U.S. 

- The events help families “address tech-related challenges, from online safety and 
bullying prevention, to digital and news literacy.” 

- The program allows parents to learn best practices that are backed by research on how 
to have conversations with their kids about technology. 
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CodeFWD by Facebook5 

- Facebook also introduced a new education tool this month called CodeFWD 
- CodeFWD is a free online education program that aims to “increase the amount of 

underrepresented and female students interested in studying computer science.” 
- The program is comprised of a 3-step program which allows educators and 

organizations to introduce computer programming to students in grades 4 through 8 
- The program was also created in partnership with Sphero and is available in English and 

Spanish 
 
 

According to a new survey6, over 53% of adult Facebook users in the U.S. don’t 
understand how the news feed works and why posts appear. 

Ads 
Instant Experience7 

- This month, Facebook renamed their Canvas ads to ‘Instant Experiences’ 
- These ads are a “full-screen, post-click experience that loads almost instantly from ads 

in Facebook and Instagram feeds” and can be used to let your audience learn more 
about your brand or product 

- Facebook has also introduced new templates for instant experiences, including: 
- Instant Storefront (for selling products in a grid format) 



- Instant Lookbook (for selling products through lifestyle images) 
- Instant Customer Acquisition (for using calls to action) 
- Instant Storytelling (for using images & video to share your brand) 
- Instant Form (for customers sharing their contact information to get more 

information on products)  
- Additionally, businesses can now integrate the Facebook Pixel and third-party pixels with 

Instant Experience for more in-depth insights 
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Holiday Advertising8 

- Facebook has expanded its overlays for their dynamic ads for the upcoming holidays 
- Overlays “let advertisers automatically add price and discount tags on creative 

assets of product ads.” 
- You can now add holiday overlays to visually promote discounted products  
- FB will also be releasing new holiday templates and stickers to their video creation kit for 

advertisers making mobile-first video ads. 
 
 
 



Standard Events9 

- Facebook launched 8 new standard events for the Facebook Pixel this month 
- Standard events are the actions users take on business websites or apps that 

are then communicated to Facebook to help inform brands of the way their 
audience is engaging with them 

- The new standard events are: Contact, Customize Product, Donate, Find Location, 
Schedule, Start Trial, Submit Application and Subscribe. 

- These new events were created to provide businesses with more information to 
understand customer engagement 

- FB has also consolidated their cost per website purchase, cost per mobile app purchase 
and cost per offline purchase metrics into one single metric called cost per purchase. 

LinkedIn 

New Features 
Office 36510 

- LinkedIn and Microsoft have teamed up to integrate LinkedIn with Office 365 
- When you connect your LinkedIn and Office 365 accounts, your LinkedIn profile 

information will be integrated with your profile card in Office 365 
- LinkedIn will also add insights on the people you’re scheduled to meet with into your 

Outlook Calendar so you can learn more about who you’re meeting with to “make your 
meetings more effective and personal.” 

- Additionally, LinkedIn will let you email your first-degree contacts or coauthor content (in 
Word, PowerPoint or Excel) without needing to have their email addresses stored in your 
Outlook contacts 

- This integration will gradually roll out in the next few months 
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Talent Insights11 

- This month, LinkedIn launched a new tool called Talent Insights 
- LinkedIn describes this tool as a “self-serve data product that taps into LinkedIn’s 

network of 575M+ professionals, 20M+ companies and 15M+ active job listings 
to empower you with the insights you need.” 

- In Talent Insights, you can see where talent are located, who’s employing them and what 
skills they have 

- You can also use the Company Report to see the locations, roles and skills that are 
growing fastest at your company and at your competition’s company 

- You can find out more about the Talent Insights tool here 
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Advertising 
- LinkedIn Dynamic Ads are now available for everyone to use in the Campaign Manager12 

https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/talent-insights?trk=lts_blog_lti#


- Dynamic Ads are ads that are automatically customized based on a LinkedIn users’ 
profile to “help you build deeper relationships with your audience”
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Groups 

- LinkedIn launched their new LinkedIn Groups this month, which they’ve “rebuilt from the 
ground up.”13 

- Groups are now available through both the website and the app 
- You can now post “original videos, multiple images and other rich embedded media,” 

reply to others, and edit your posts and comments 
- Notifications for groups have also been updated to keep you up-to-date with group 

activity 



- In the future, you’ll be able to see your groups through a navigation panel on the home 
page, join group conversations on your main feed and discover recommended groups in 
the ‘My Network’ tab on desktop. 

Twitter 

New Features 
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Timeline Changes 

- Twitter is testing out threaded replies to make the platform more “conversational”14 

- They’re also testing out status indicators that will show when you’re online 
- After changing timelines to show tweets based on an algorithm that will show tweets 

based on relevancy, Twitter has now brought back the option for users to revert their 
timelines back in reverse-chronological order15 

- To activate this, uncheck the box reading “show the best tweets first” in settings 
 
Twitter’s New Look 

- Twitter is also testing out a new redesigned version of its site16 



- The new version will “bring bookmarks, the explore tab, and a new “data-saver” mode to 
its desktop website,” and will feature more of a minimalist look 

- Right now, the new look is only available to select users who opt into trying Twitter’s new 
look 

- There was also a minor change to Twitter’s app this month — live broadcasts have been 
moved up to the top of the timeline, showcasing broadcasts related to breaking news, 
personalities, and sports17 

 
Policy18 

- This month, Twitter announced that it is  introducing a new policy against “dehumanizing 
speech”  

- Before the policy comes into effect, Twitter is asking for user feedback on the proposed 
rule 

- The new rule will prohibit “content that dehumanizes others based on their membership 
in an identifiable group, even when the material does not include a direct target,” and 
expands upon Twitter’s preexisting hateful conduct policy which “prohibiting users from 
threatening violence or directly attacking a specific individual on the basis of 
characteristics such as race, sexual orientation, or gender.” 
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#BeAVoter19 

- Twitter is now helping its users vote through their #BeAVoter Campaign  
- Through the campaign, users are connected to Turbovote, a nonprofit that can help 

users “register to vote, sign up for election reminders and apply for absentee ballots.” 
 

Twitter Bug20 

This Month Twitter notified select users who were affected by a bug that caused some of their 
private messages or protected tweets to be sent to Twitter Developers “who were not 

authorized to receive them.”  This issue had been going on since May 2017 and was resolved 
this month 

  



Instagram 
 
Company Changes21 

- This month, the founders of Instagram, Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger resigned 
- In a statement written on behalf of both Systrom and Krieger, Systrom said:  

 
“We’re now ready for our next chapter. We’re planning on leaving Instagram to 
explore our curiosity and creativity again. Building new things requires that we 
step back, understand what inspires us and match that with what the world 
needs; that’s what we plan to do. We remain excited for the future of Instagram 
and Facebook in the coming years as we transition from leaders to two users in a 
billion. We look forward to watching what these innovative and extraordinary 
companies do next.” 

New Features
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Direct Messaging22 

- You can now send GIFs to your friends through direct messages on instagram  
- You can do this through a new GIF button in the composer bar, which will open a library 

of GIFS powered by GIPHY. 

Shopping 

- Instagram updated its shopping features this month23 

- You can now shop in Instagram stories, tapping on products to learn more 
- Instagram has also added in a shopping channel in the ‘Explore’ tab, which personalizes 

shopping posts from relevant brands 
- According to The Verge, Instagram is also planning on launching a standalone shopping 

app24 

 
A Parent’s Guide25 

- Like Facebook, Instagram also took steps to help parents talk with their children about 
technology this month 

- Instagram released A Parent’s Guide for parents with teens who use their platform 
- The guide focuses on: 

- How to manage privacy, interaction, and time on Instagram 
- Basics of instagram and a description of its tools 
- Discussion guide for how parents and guardians can have an open conversation 

about the app with their teens 
- You can find the guide here  

 
Helping those with Addiction26 

- Instagram has added a new feature to provide users with drug addiction helpful 
resources  

- When users search certain hashtags like “opioid,” a pop up appears, reading:  
- “If you or someone you know is struggling with opioid or substance misuse, find 

ways to get free and confidential treatment referrals, as well as information about 
substance abuse, prevention, and recovery.” 

- The user can then choose whether to get support resources Instagram has developed 
with the Substance Abuse and mental Health Service Administration, the National 
Council on Alcoholism and Drug Dependence, and the Partnership for Drug Free Kids. 

- The platform has blocked or limited certain hashtags that users typically use to sell drugs 
 
Voting27 

- Instagram has also teamed up with TurboVote to help users vote 
- This is done through ads in the main feed and Instagram Stories which will give U.S. 

voters a way to get up-to-date information on how to register, update their registration, 
look up their state’s voting rules, and more 

https://wellbeing.instagram.com/parents


- Instagram will also provide “I voted” stickers on Election day for users to share with the 
rest of the Instagram community 

 
Upcoming Features 

- Instagram is reportedly testing a new feature to re-share posts from other accounts28 
- The feature will be called “seamless sharing” and gives users option to “share to 

feed” when clicking the three dots in the upper right-corner of every post 
- Instagram is also testing a way to tag friends in video posts  

- Right now you can only tag others in photos29 

- With the feature, a button to show tagged people would redirect to a new ‘People 
in this Video’ page with all the users tagged listed 

- This feature is only being tested on mobile right now 
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